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ABSTRACT

Suno (“Listen” in Hindi) is a 3D Animated Short that revolves around our main character Sid’s
day in his life where he decides to find someone who would listen to him about what he’s going
through without passing judgement of their own. Sid is an 18-year-old boy living in a typical
Indian household with his parents and grandmother. Sid has always been a brilliant student
academically and has had accolades in sports rendering him in what one may call an astounding
over-all achiever. Even so, he has started to feel burned out and depressed. He has gone into his
own shell and has many days of detachment from everything he used to love. Finally, he decided
to talk to his family. He struggles to get his voice across and just be heard during this
story. He bursts out in front of his grandmother but to his surprise, she was more than helpful in
lending an ear which was exactly what Sid needed at that time.
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INTRODUCTION
Inspiration is omnipresent. As a person, I assimilate everything from my surroundings. Family
and friends come first for me and so the people around me have been a great inspiration toward
creating this film. I have also been inspired by a myriad of movies, books growing up as a child.
Even if one person is inspired or finds this film relatable – I will call it a success.
This film is my attempt to make the viewers put their thinking cap on and become more
compassionate (if not already) toward people who are struggling with keeping their mental
health strong and maybe start talking more openly about these issues that our society is facing.
This film is meant for the audience to self-reflect and maybe become more open-minded into
breaking the social norms and normalizing mental health problems. It is meant for people to
mean it, when they ask an individual “How’s it going?” or “How are you?” and making
it possible for the other individual to feel safe about sharing their feelings without hesitation or
presumptions.
The main objectives of this project were to challenge myself to create a film with effective
storytelling on a sensitive topic of mental illness, improve my modeling skills, practice more
about rigging and animating characters, explore rendering engines, and strive to become smarter
and more flexible in my work approach. Character performance was the main tool through which
this could have been achieved. Facial expressions of the characters, dialogues and music were
some important pillars to support the story. The protagonist of this film was first in conflict with
himself, which later on extended to his family members. I intended the characters to not feel very
generic – showing trite and cliché struggles that one goes through their lives. At the same time, I
did not want them to be too specific either – showing particular family discussions that might
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pertain only to India (on a cultural level) otherwise the audience wouldn’t be able to connect
with the audience. So, it was a pretty thin line to walk.

When I was working in India, there were many different kinds of people that I dealt with on a
daily basis. Most of the employees started as Interns. Going from college to corporate is an
interesting transition – everyone has their own journeys in learning how different the
professional culture is from what one experience in college. Some interns are assigned mentors
based on the capacity of the project they are in so they have help in case they struggle with
learning on the job but some (myself included) had less help and had to learn most of the work
by ourselves. It was definitely one of the most intimidating experiences of my life – going into a
new environment and learning on the job, making mistakes and facing repercussions but learning
throughout my tenure as well.
In my experience, I have come across two kinds of people:
1. The things that are happening with me are bad and I feel so terrible about this. There is no
one to help me during these tough times. It would have been better if I did not have to do this
all by myself. I hope nobody else feels the way I’m feeling and I would want to be there for
them.
2. The things that are happening with me are bad and I feel so terrible about this. But there is no
one to help me during these tough times. I had to do everything alone maybe it is meant this
way.

There were co-workers who had to do everything on their own and probably makes them feel
that this is the only way one learns and so their belief makes them less emphatic to juniors
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struggling through similar situations. Myself on the other hand believe that help should be
provided in any way possible. We should try to remember where we came from and how we felt
when we were in their shoes and extend our help in any way we can.

There is no way to distinguish who is wrong or right in both these approaches and it totally
depends on the individual as everyone is built different. Some might actually benefit from trying
to figure things out themselves as that would make them grow better. Some might need a nudge
or guidance in the right direction – not necessarily spoon-feeding. But sometimes we tend to
forget that everyone is different and problem occurs when we try to handle things our way
instead of trying to understand what the other person wants/needs. One might need tough love
but others might respond better to positive reinforcement. One might need some alone time but
others might need company even if it is silent. One might need deal with their mental health
alone but some might need help which could be professional or personal.

This film is about depicting both such individuals and maybe help in understanding that how we
could wrong someone in ways we might not even realize. It is more about what not to do in such
situations when someone is trusting you enough to share their life problems with you.
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RESEARCH
It would be unfair to say that there is just one thing that helped me write this story. There is a
lot of factors that inspired me to create this narrative. It ranges from my experiences as a child to
my surroundings and what I have witnessed during the process of becoming an adult. Whether it
be an immediate family member or friends – mental health issues are more common than one
would think. Everyone has dealt with these during some point in their lives and so it became
more of a moral responsibility for me to make a film that openly talks about these issues. I
conducted survey and researched couple of books which also contributed in the making of this
film. There were a lot of versions to this film but ultimately, I decided to go with the one which I
felt viewers could relate the best with.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PERSONAL LIFE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

This film depicts the different aspects of life of most teenagers in India and even outside of India.
Even though an individual might be suffering from mental health issues – the society is mostly
concerned about their academic performance and their careers and not many folks want to talk
about it. As a result, there are less and less people share their feelings and so people having
concerns with their mental health face a lot of adversity. When a person’s mental health starts to
go down, often times they tend to start overthinking and there are a lot of factors that go into
that.
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Society:
“I am not what I think I am, and I am not what you think I am. I am what I think you
think I am.” (1). In his 2020 book Think Like a Monk, Jay Shetty talks about the perception of
oneself in their own eyes, and the perception of them in the society they live in. I found that to be
deep on so many levels. He talks about the fear that we might have in being completely
vulnerable in front of someone and how the society might react if a person’s behavior doesn’t
conform to the society norms. He talks about how we have different faces for different people in
our lives – that we are all great method actors so to speak. We try to live up to other’s
expectations rather than living an authentic life because it comes with the risk of losing people
(1). This could be a terrifying experience for a teenage boy such as Sid himself.

I wanted to portray a similar mindset in some of the characters in my film. The dad is displaying
the expectations that our society has from an individual - how society burden us with opinions
and/or obligations that there is a certain way to live our life. There is a certain age to go from
school to college, striving for the best colleges, certain highly respected jobs to go for, when to
get married, buy a house, have children, etc. Although this structure might work for some, it is
important to not follow such cultural norms without understanding yourself and what will make
you happy. People feel if one is doing everything by the book or if the life situations are in favor
of an individual, for example, if one is living a decent life or have a respectable social circle or if
one’s academic goals are being met – that individual should be happy. But that is not necessarily
true – materialistic achievements do not mean that they would always help with mental health.
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Media:
“Everyone looks so happy, what is wrong with me?”. An aspect of social media that Jay
Shetty talks about in his book is that everything we see there is not the complete truth. People
portray that they’re living this amazing lifestyle and everything is perfect but that’s not the case
always. Although social media is a great distraction for finding funny content to blow off steam
after a hard day of work – it also harbors an easy way for trolls to spread negativity. Spending a
substantial amount of your day scrolling on social media platforms hinders a person to spend
time with themselves and reflect on their thoughts (1). Moreover, privacy is a myth - whatever
we are accessing through our phones is getting monitored. It becomes difficult to decide which
information to consume and which to filter (2).
Social media influence is seen in the beginning of my film where the viewer can see a lot of
notifications from Sid’s friends asking about his whereabouts. But it is his own perception of
himself that he feels like the society won’t accept him in case he confides in his friend/s about
the problems he’s facing in his life.

Our own mindset:
While some are stronger to cope with these pressures of blending into the society and how there
seems to be no issues with anyone else on social media, some need help which could range from
seeking help from professionals to talking to a friend and just having someone to listen to. I took
the experiences from my life and from the people around me and wanted to portray those
emotions in the characters I made for this film. I wanted to show the struggles of the main
character in being stuck in their headspace and wanting to be heard through close up shots.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SURVEY

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

While preparing for the thesis proposal, I wanted to broaden my research. I wanted to see if this
situation is generically present all around the world or does it pertain only to India. So, I did a
survey about this with people I know back in India and people here and asked a couple of basic
questions.

Questionnaire:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16tTizP7OqQmWbtIeFsj0YXpTQraVdkBT/edit?usp=shari
ng&ouid=117969556780237369141&rtpof=true&sd=true

Every day people are dismissed/ghosted intentionally or unintentionally, their feelings are
unwarranted, they feel overwhelmed and they don’t know how to calm their minds and deal with
their own emotions. Most people often succeed in not having to deal with these emotions by
distracting their minds with a hobby, exercising or going out or even social media. While
exercise and keeping busy is an excellent approach to caring for your mental health [3], COVID
has created sort of a virtual trap for people across the globe. Of course, these issues were
prevalent even before COVID, but there were distractions to help them overcome them – going
to the movies, social gatherings, etc.
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Survey Link:
https://forms.gle/MG5jdmq2yTL9EZr77

THESIS SURVEY RESULTS:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/17IJosMCWnNjHC2djCBXst1hix5BhSkDMKeon3Cn5O4/edit?usp=sharing
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Overall, 30 people participated in this survey. 80% people mentioned that they started having
troubles with their mental health when they were teenagers. Age and Gender was optional for the
survey-takers to maintain confidentiality.

The main character trying to talk about his feelings shows that he has accepted the turbulence in
his thoughts and is now ready to talk about it. As a child who lived in his parent’s house – his
first approach would be his parents. The mother unintentionally neglects her son’s feelings and
the father disproves that there is any issue to deal with, in the first place. The survey also showed
a lot of similar data. 40% of the people who took the survey mentioned that their first attempts at
sharing their feelings were toward a family member and 50% of those did not receive the best
reactions or even acknowledgement for their feelings.
I wanted to make a film that would invoke feelings and maybe send the viewer into retrospect
and relate to the emotions that characters try to express via a lot of character animation and
closeups.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FILMS
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dear Zindagi. Directed by Gauri Shinde, Red Chillies Entertainment, 2016.

This film (Translation: Dear Life) is about a young cinematographer who is unable to keep
meaningful relationships in her life due to unresolved trauma causing her to behave destructively
with everyone around her. When she was young, she wanted to be heard but no one in her family
sat with her and sort of makes her feel abandoned and she shuts herself down. That feeling of
being left alone and abandonment hurt her so bad that she pushes everyone away from her life
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and goes into a self-destructive lifestyle.
Her therapist helps her gain a new perspective toward life. This movie hit me differently since it
talks about a lot of topics that would make our society very uncomfortable which can also be
seen in the movie itself. In addition to the drama, this movie also successfully explores more
serious subjects like the stigma of mental illness and what role does mindfulness play in one’s
well-being.
Communication is key in making sincere relationships and that is what this movie teaches. We
first need to understand ourselves and then try and analyze the reasons why or how things affect
us emotionally. It shows that it is ok to speak your heart out, it is okay to get hurt, it is okay to
ask for help but most importantly it is ok to feel whatever you’re feeling whether it is acceptable
as per social standards or not.
______________________________________________________________________________

The Perks of Being a Wallflower. Directed by Stephen Chbosky, Summit Entertainment, 2012.

This coming-of-age movie has been one of my favorites since I saw it. Throughout the movie,
there are so many instances that have dealt with a lot of different issues in people’s lives. Sid’s
character was created taking Charlie (the narrator and main character of this film) into
consideration. How he observes, is a bit shy, reluctant in speaking his mind, etc. What I liked
about this movie was how his friends made him forget his repressed memories for a while and
made him feel included. Even though he had trouble toward the end and needed psychotherapy
but he was able to come out of it to regain the control of his life into his own hands.
The friend in this movie that Charlie writes to all the time and who never writes back has never
been disclosed, it could be perceived as a diary. He created an imaginary friend in his mind
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whom he used to tell all about his feelings in his letters. This was another instance that could
bolster the feeling of being heard and how letting your feelings out is a very strong medium to
feeling better and stopping your mind from taking control.
______________________________________________________________________________

The Skeleton Twins. Directed by Craig Johnson, Duplass Brothers Productions, 2014.

Although this is a dark comedy, it still beautifully captures the essence of moments of emotional
breakdowns and light-hearted jokes. Both the actors have given an excellent performance. They
have faced the loss of their father and have seen their mother reject them on multiple occasions.
If a person experiences rejection quite frequently, may it be social rejection or any other kind, it
can lead to depression. This film shows the importance of family in our lives. The twins were
able to reconnect with each other and found each other to still have each other’s back even after
not being able to talk to each other for 10 years.

I was inspired by this film because it showed the importance of family and what their presence
could do for a person. No matter where you are, no matter how long it has been since you’ve
been in touch with your family and no matter how difficult the situation is, family’s support
means a lot. I have tried to depict that in Sid’s relationship with his grandmother. When Sid was
overwhelmed with his thoughts toward the end – his grandmother was there with him and made
him feel like he’s not alone in his struggles.
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PROCESS
The thesis parameters include preproduction, character creation and animation of a 4-minute 3D
animated film. I wanted to create original characters that appealed more to my culture. I
researched on the physical appearances of humans of Indian origin, their facial features, Indian
culture, Indian clothes, houses that they live in, etc. I also sought inspiration from my family and
relatives for the clothes the characters are wearing in my film.

Sid is wearing – T-shirt and shorts but the colors are deep teal and grey which are dull since
that’s what I wanted the tone of the film to be. Sid’s dad is the dominant, silent, scary father in
the film and so I thought of giving him a thick mustache and for the most part of the film he has
a frown on his face. He’s wearing a Pajama and a “Baniyan” which is a common Indian
undergarment for males – also known as a Vest. Sid’s mom is wearing a solid-colored “Kurta
Pajama” which is drawn from what my own mother wears at home. Sid’s grandmother is an old
and kind woman, I decided that her character would look more apt wearing a “Saree”, nothing
too fancy. Most old women in India who are old and by themselves (without a husband – which
the audience can also see in the film as the house only has 4 members and there is no
grandfather) prefer to wear a saree as it is comfortable and more traditional.

PRE-PRODUCTION:
This film underwent a lot of iterations before reaching the final story in pre-production phase.
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SCRIPT:
I shared my script with my committee member and my peers and the feedback that I received on
my initial script was that it was too heavy as it involved 5 human-like characters, a bird and a
couple of crowd shots apart from all the modeling involved with showing the story happening
inside a house. Also, some of the shots in the film were too “in the face” for the audience and
need to be more interpretive rather than being this direct. After careful consideration the script
was changed to a more achievable and realistic one. That included abating the overall modeling
scope and revamping the script a little bit.

First Version of the script:
The first version of the film included 5 human characters – Sid, Dad, Mom, Grandmom, Sid’s
close friend and also included crowd as the premise setting was during a family gathering.
Dad and Mom represented the society, Close friend represented the media – how people behave
on social media about mental health issues – calling names, showing fake empathy, assigning
derogatory titles like “crazy” and ghosting people, etc. And the crowd represented how one can
feel alone even while surrounded by people in a room.
Sid’s character was supposed to get burdened with each of his encounters with his family and
then friend. The “burden” was initially planned to be pretty visual – including a cage over Sid’s
face, an instant growth of facial hair on Sid’s face and signs with words like “weirdo” around
Sid’s neck.
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Feedback:
The review and feedback from the committee included reduction of the scope as there was a lot
of asset modeling, character modeling, rigging, animation, lip sync, rendering to do and it would
have taken more time for me to do all this by my own. The visual components were a bit too
obvious for the viewers. Suggestions were to focus more on the character animation to convey
the story of my film.

STORYBOARDING:
The storyboarding started right after the script was finalized and approved by committee
members. They were in the form of 2D hand-drawn thumbnails on paper. Me and my committee
head decided that we would conduct weekly meetings to review the storyboards and refine them
whenever necessary.

ANIMATIC:
Thesis animatic was created using free online rigs and simple modeling to block out the shots in
the film. Modeling the house and the interior was a simultaneous process.
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Shots were carefully staged to show the underlying tension and indifference between the
characters in the first half of the film before the final resolve (outburst).

For example, in the screenshot below – there is a conversation happening between Sid and his
father about Sid waking up late and the viewer can see that they are not even facing each other –
the father is busy reading the newspaper and is closer to the camera depicting how he has the
higher say in the conversation. Sid is facing the opposite direction and has a slouched posture
showing his lack of power in the shot.
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Even when Sid is trying to talk to his mother in kitchen, he is facing her but her mom is so busy
with her work that she doesn’t pay much attention to what he’s trying to express.

When Sid tries to talk to his father again, his father is again seen indulged in the newspaper and
the tension between them is intensified more with the use of a Dutch angle in this shot.
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CASTING:
I wanted to use Indian voice actors to keep the authenticity of the visuals consistent. The
dialogues were recorded in early January 2021 and they were put in sequence using After
Effects.
Voice actors:
Sid: Faizal Shaikh
Father: Ashutosh Sharma
Mom: Neharika Sadhwani
Grand mom: Kajal Kohli
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PRODUCTION:
Animation started mid-February after the characters were all modeled and rigged. Basic
animation for all the shots completed by the start of April. There was a lot of refinement that was
done with the help of feedback from my committee head. Lip-sync completed toward the end of
April 2021.
Environment (50 objects) and character (4 human characters) modeling took longer than I had
anticipated in my timeline which in turn delayed the animation and rendering of my film. But I
learned that time management and constantly updating the timeline according to the milestones
achieved is a great approach toward any project.
Feedback meetings were held every Monday of every week apart from the winter break.

AUDIO:
The inspiration for audio also stemmed from my personal life. I wanted the audio to be
somber/melancholy in nature with the use of Indian musical instruments from time to time. For
the music to be slow during the beginning and gradually become more tensed while the climax of
the film approached somehow made sense to me. Andrew Ragan has been a great music
composer and sound designer in almost all of the films I have created so far during my RIT
journey. He was great in understanding what my film needs and was very accepting with
feedback. He puts in a lot of effort in whatever he does. I usually email him with what I feel
would work well with the theme and the music instruments I have in my vision. He plays with
the pace and tempo of the music track and shares his files with me and have always been pretty
forward with asking for feedback. Andrew has always delivered and exceeded expectation. He
has been super comfortable in working within tight deadlines. I have mostly received positive
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feedback regarding the music in my films including my thesis film. He has incorporated the
dialogues and music in a truly harmonizing way.

DESIGN:
Sid’ Room:
There were many considerations that went into depicting that Sid has slowly gone into this shell
and doesn’t really have a social life anymore. The room clearly looks unattended from quite a
long while. There are contrasting shots where one can see how Sid used to be and how he has
become now. The room is designed in a way so as to give claustrophobic or trapped feeling with
not so much light in the scene.

CHARACTER CREATION:
Sid:
I wanted Sid to be a character that is relatable to the viewer who could
look at Sid’s face and understand the situation he’s in. Sid is an academically brilliant teenager
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who’s doing really well for his age – in terms of school and sports and having a social life. But
even then, he feels depressed lately and feels no one understands him. I intended to show his
emotions via lot of close-up shots and just Sid doing a lot of thinking and hesitation before
speaking his heart out in the hope that his family would listen to him about his thoughts.

Sid’s Father:
The father is a rigid man who is emotionally unavailable and doesn’t understand much about
mental health issues. The viewer can see the generation gap and the problem with today’s society
in his dialogues and his expressions and the fact that he doesn’t really pay much attention to
what his son is trying to say.
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Sid’s Mom:
This character is also very typical of moms who have mostly spent their lives in the kitchen and
just lives for her family. Even though her heart is in the right place, she too is unavailable at
times for her child because she’s too busy doing her household chores as she’s the only one
taking care of everything in her home.
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Sid’s Grandmother:
Sid’s grandmother has a reserved personality. She is wise and observes everything. She knows
when and how to react from her own life experience. She stays silent throughout the film but
speaks just the right words at the end to our main character.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS AND METHODOLOGIES:
Modeling and rigging were the most difficult part of the film because of the quantity of the assets
and characters. The characters were modeled using Maya and the sculpting was done with
software like ZBrush. They were rigged using Advanced Skeleton.
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TECHNICAL ISSUES AND TROUBLESHOOTING RESULTS:
The major issue I faced was with rendering my thesis film. It was a bit late in its schedule. The
film was initially intended to be rendered in Arnold renderer (Maya). Since the modeling and
animation finished later than scheduled – it made more sense to render the film in a much faster
renderer (Unreal Engine).
The next issue that I faced was the topology of the rigs – they had issues with the geo and needed
cleanup in the meshes. After cleaning the topology of the rigs, the mesh in general were too
heavy and importing them in unreal engine was a task. Unreal kept crashing multiple times but
somehow, I was able to import the meshes and render them. And I was unable to smooth the rigs
in some of the scenes in my film which made them look not up to the mark.
I asked for help from my peers Shanee Gordon and Adrien Veenje for helping me out with the
rendering process. They were kind enough to take time off their schedules and help me out.
Shanee was able to quickly help me with the basic scene setup in Unreal Engine. And I was able
to import the rigs and animation into Unreal by deleting the deformer history and importing the
individual rigs and then synchronizing the timing in the scenes. Some of the models in the scene
were imported without smoothing to further reduce the size and computation of the scene for it to
be processed in Unreal Engine.
I was able to render all the scenes of my film toward the end – the film didn’t look as it would
have if Arnold was used to render them but they were rendered.
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EVALUATION
Throughout the entire thesis year, I received a lot of helpful feedback and guidance from my
committee members. I am extremely grateful for everything they have done. Mark has been an
amazing mentor throughout the thesis year for all the encouragement and motivation he gave me
whenever things were getting too much and also helped in keeping me grounded when I was
getting a bit too ahead of myself. Mark conducted weekly meetings and provided weekly review
and comments on my progress in detail. He provided me with a lot of intelligent alternatives to
keep the story intact but maybe depict the shots in a more effective but comparatively easy
manner from animation standpoint. Vanessa and Kevin also provided a lot of helpful feedback
during the first semester of my thesis year regarding how the story was perceived and how it
could be made better. Unfortunately, because of the animation and modeling being late, I was
unable to keep them posted regularly as my focus greatly shifted to getting the thesis complete
on time.
Overall, the film and the characters were quite relatable and I believe the message that I wanted
to convey was positively received by the audience and even though there were issues in the
rendering process. It was a bit unnerving to watch all the other more completed work of my
peers. Nevertheless, I am proud of what I was able to create as my thesis film and of course I
could not have made it without the people who helped me. I feel accomplished to be able to say
that I was able to complete the modeling of the house, modeling, rigging, animating and lip
syncing 4 human characters from scratch and pushing my boundaries to drive my idea to fruition.
No doubt that there are a lot of places and scenes that need improvement still and I intend to
make those improvements but that is task for the near future. Ultimately, this has been a great
experience and learning on a personal and professional level. I am happy to have been a part
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of this amazing journey.

Audience Reactions/Suggestions:
The screening was scheduled to be held in May 2021 over zoom. I personally felt it was better
than the daunting stage experience at the theatre screenings. I was delightfully surprised when I
received some positive feedback regarding the audio quality, music and overall story. The main
advice I received in order to improve my film further was that it was too dialogue heavy and
could have been better with more character animation and fewer dialogues. I agree with that, I
could have maybe used “less is more” in terms of dialogues and used different ways – for
example – a bit more intense music and maybe ringing noise would be better during the outburst
in the climax of the film to depict the cathartic experience in a more effective manner.
There was feedback about the quality of some of the shots in the film which was expected
because of the render issue and suggestion was provided to smooth the models before importing
them into render software.
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CONCLUSION
This has been a wonderful journey. It was definitely a challenge to keep a focused mind during
all the chaos that was happening due to COVID in 2020. I was at the very edge of losing my cool
and jeopardizing my thesis toward the end but I pushed through. I believe I have also evolved
with this film. I was not expecting any positive comments from anyone, but when I received
some positive feedback from the faculty after the screening, it made me realize that it wasn’t
extremely bad. Viewers were able to relate to the characters and that was my main goal. I learned
a lot while making this story come to life. But there is still so much to take from this experience
that will probably stay with me throughout my entire life. I was able to convey my message in a
positive way and that is what matters to me the most.
I learned a lot about myself and about the others who helped me make this film a success. My
entire RIT journey has been an amazing experience that cannot be described in words. I find
myself to be more confident in every aspect of my life – both professionally and personally.
I am fairly satisfied with the modeling and animating aspect of my film – of course the
render phase could have been better but overall, this was a great learning.
I would like to thank Mark Reisch who has been a great support, my family and friends – who
helped me get through some rough patches, the people who shared their stories through the
survey I conducted, my committee member Kevin and Vanessa for their valuable feedback and
advice, Shanee and Adrian for helping me get the renders done on time, my classmates who
motivated me at times and made me feel not so alone on this ride, Tom and all other faculty
members at RIT for all the exciting classes and courses they provided.
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APPENDIX
Proposal

“Someone”
(Working Title)
A 3D animated Film
By Kajal Kohli

Thesis Proposal
For MFA in Film and Animation
School of Film and Animation
Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester New York
March 2020
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LOG LINE
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The many attempts of an individual suffering from depression to find compassion.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
TREATMENT
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ACT ONE-Scene 1
Location-Interior. Sid’s room.
Fade in from back.
Sid, a 20-year old boy is lying on his bed with his face buried in the pillow. The alarm in the
phone goes off. He, very unenergetically moves his right arm, turns his head, looks at the phone.
The phone screen reads “Time-out”. Sid stops the alarm, starts checking other notifications, the
different apps on the phone say “240 unread notifications”, “23 missed calls”. Checks messages
– “Dude, it has been so long, where are you? how have you been? etc. Expressionless, Sid puts
the phone down again and continues to lie on the bed.
Scene 2
Time goes by, a time-lapse of Sid’s routine is shown not doing much, thinking, throwing and
catching a ball, listening to music, sitting in the corner of his room, not paying much attention to
the outside world and not leaving his room much. He sometimes uses his phone and randomly
comes across a news article about depression and anxiety in teens and the words “talk to
someone” catches his eye. He seems like he’s thinking something.

ACT TWO-Scene 3
Location-Interior. Dining room.
Dining table is being set up by a lady, who calls “Sid, come down please! The guests are going
to be here soon!”. Sid looks at the calendar in his room where a date is circled and the column
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space reads “Family gathering” and a skull sign with crosses instead of eyes saying “kill me!”.
He sighs rolling his eyes and then replies “Coming!”. He looks at the article again in the phone
and says “ok”. He changes his clothes and lethargically walks down the stairs, all gloomy. He
sees his mom is taking the roast chicken out of the oven and is putting it on the dining table. He’s
standing at a distance and biting his lips to which his mom says “Don’t do that in front of the
guests, dear! Please!”. He stops and starts helping his mom.

Scene 4

He looks anxious as he pauses after setting up each plate and looks at his mom, as if waiting for
a chance to speak to her. His mom is prepping the salad bowl. Sid walks over to her shoulder,
smiling nervously, playing with his fingers, sways back and forth and finally taps on his mom’s
shoulder saying “Mom, I think I have...”. *Ringing noise starts and intensifies in the background
and suddenly stops* “Not now dear!”, his mom interrupts and continues “Could you please find
your dad and tell him to stop watching the damn TV and get his ass back here in the kitchen!”.
Sid’s face suddenly grows a beard and a moustache that nobody notices and/or acknowledges.
Pretty much like how his feelings were ignored/not acknowledged by his mom. He leaves with
shoulders drooping even lower and his tiny smile fades as he walks out of the scene.

ACT THREE – Scene 5

Location-Interior. Living room.
Sid’s dad is relaxing on the couch drinking beer and watching TV. Bearded Sid enters the living
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room and stands behind the couch. He looks at his dad and says “Mom is calling you, dad”. His
dad looks at him says “yeah, yeah in a minute”, he taps on the seat next to him and calls Sid to sit
down with him. Sid sits down and starts shaking his leg uncontrollably. Sid looks back at the
kitchen area and sees his mom, still thinking about the failure of his first attempt to talk to her
about the possibility of him being depressed. He’s startled by his dad who suddenly exclaims
towards the TV as there is a commercial in the middle of his game. Sid looks at the commercial.
It is a commercial about therapy. His eyes open wide as he is reminded of the article that he saw
on his phone earlier. He looks at his dad and thinks of giving it another try. He says “Dad, can I
talk to you about something?”. “Sure son, anything”, his dad replies. Sid smiles and continues
“Ummm… what is the purpose of anything, really?” “What do you mean?”-his dad asks without
looking at Sid, pretty much invested in the TV. Sid says “I mean, I’ve been getting these weird
thoughts lately, like why do we do anything we do, why do we study, why do we eat, why do we
exist” *Ringing noise starts and intensifies*. Sid’s lips are still moving and his dad is shown
clutching the remote and just looking at the TV and nodding to Sid once in a while. *Ringing
noise continues*. “Uh huh, yeah, uh huh”, Sid’s dad still looking more invested in the game.
*Ringing noise fades* Sid is looking down and says “sometimes, I feel like I have depre…”
“GOAL!”, his dad raises his hands (victoriously) and slaps the remote down on the table yelling
“YES!”, gets up and starts moving towards the kitchen saying “don’t worry about it, don’t think
too much” and joins Sid’s mom. Sid is shocked and disheartened by the apathy that his dad just
showed and by the vague suggestions he just gave. He is in disbelief and somewhat frustrated.
He clenches his fist, turns the TV off in anger and leaves the room.

ACT FOUR-Scene 6
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Location-Interior. Main door.
Guests start to enter; Sid’s mom and dad are greeting them as they arrive. An older cousin Andy
(22-year-old) asks Sid’s mom about Sid, his mom points towards the lawn.

ACT FIVE-Scene 7

Location-Exterior. Porch.
Sid is sitting on the porch with his face buried in his hands, he feels hopeless and is almost at the
verge of crying. Andy comes and sits next to Sid, taps on his shoulders saying “Yo! What’s up
dude?!”. Sid is now seen with a beard and a cage around his face (since he feels trapped,
enclosed in a place where no one is hearing his screams). He looks at Andy and Andy replies
“Woah man! Who died?”. Sid starts “why doesn’t people take anything seriously?”. Andy tries
to calm him down by saying “woah woah! Calm down! What are you talking about? Sid says
“Leave it, it’s nothing, you won’t get it”. Andy reassures him and says “Then why did I ask?
Come on, tell me what’s going on, walk me through buddy, walk me through”. Sid looks at
Andy and decides to try once again, he starts talking “I was trying to talk to my mom and then
my dad but nobody listens” *Ringing noise starts and intensifies* Andy is nodding his head and
when he realizes this is something serious, he starts to pull away from Sid. *Ringing noise stops*
Sid is continuing “I just want to be heard! Is that too much to ask from your parents?!” Andy
checks his phone, there is nothing on his phone, he makes an excuse “Uhhhhh… I think I’m
getting a call”, gives a weird look to Sid like he’s crazy or something and runs inside the house.
Sid now has a stamp on his cage that says “weirdo” and cannot believe what he just experienced.
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Even someone his own age is not understanding what he’s going through. He starts to sob
uncontrollably.

ACT SIX-Scene 8

Location-Exterior. Porch.
The lights are on now, it’s almost night, all the guests have left, Sid is still crying. He hears a soft
voice “Where were you dear? I didn’t see you the entire evening”. Sid’s grandma is standing
beside him. She joins him and puts her hand on his shoulder and asks “What’s wrong my love”?
It is at this point that Sid just explodes! *Ringing noise starts and intensifies* Sid is seen yelling,
throwing his hands angrily, *the weirdo sign fades* *ringing noise continues* He’s pointing
towards the house like telling his grandma about the others and his failed attempts” *his cage
disappears* *ringing noise continues* he now has his hands as if he’s asking what is wrong with
everybody and then his hands towards himself – like he’s saying what’s wrong with me *ringing
noise continues* *his beard disappears*, his grandma is listening intently to him, nodding once
in a while, Sid’s body language is calmer and more composed now, he’s talking to his grandma
while he looks down on the ground. *Ringing noise fades*. Sid says “I think some help would
make me feel better. I’m going make an appointment with the counsellor that we have in
school.” There’s silence for some time. Sid looks as if he’s waiting for his grandma to also say
something. His grandma puts her hand on his. He looks at her and says “aren’t you going to say
anything”, his grandma smiles at him and grabs his hand and puts it on her lap and starts to hum
a lullaby. She looks up at the stars in the night and continues to smile. Sid feels much relaxed,
like a heavy weight has been lifted from his shoulders and a smile appears on his face too. He
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closes his eyes and puts his head up towards the sky.
Scene fades to black.
End Credits.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
RATIONALE
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In a world where the term “stress” has become so generic that we tend to not take it seriously
when someone tell us that they have it. Some don’t realize that it could be genuine and it’s not
the everyday stress that is a given with the lifestyle we have nowadays. Some are aware of these
issues but haven’t fully educated themselves since they feel that looking into it is for the time
when one actually is suffering from those issues themselves. This film depicts the taboo that our
society has towards mental health issues. This film is about how people usually react if someone
tells them that they are suffering from depression and/or anxiety. The intention of the film is to
show how insensitive a society can be to people dealing with depression and anxiety and how a
little empathy can go a long way. The film is intended to be from a third person’s perspective –
informing on the do’s and don’ts of these scenarios for a person being told about it and will not
focus as much on the person who is sharing something so personal. I want to focus on the
struggle that people go through when they are dealing with depressing thoughts and anxiety and
how a simple gesture of just listening and giving their feelings the importance, they deserve and
just acknowledging is what that is needed. The main character starts by approaching his
immediate family, which most of us do in such cases but is ignored, then he tries sharing his
feelings with his cousin who is almost of the same age thinking that he might understand as he
might have similar kind of thoughts, but most of the times, people don’t know how to react to
such talks. They immediately turn to suggesting things, or sympathizing, sharing their own
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experiences that works sometimes but mostly backfires. What the individuals need is empathy
and not opinions or judgement. The character’s grandma could have handled the situation in
numerous ways, but maybe with experience, she behaved the way she did or maybe she could
empathize with him as she might also have faced such situations in her life. She knew that
sometimes when a person is sharing something deep with you, it is ok to show them that you are
there for them and not say a word. Actions matter more than words.
I hope that people become more compassionate towards troubled individuals and can handle
such scenarios better. I want people to trace back to similar instances in their life (if any), relate
to the story, realize what went right or wrong and try to improve in the future.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
VISION
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I’d like to focus on character animation and lip-sync for the dialogues of the characters. It would
be animated in 3D with simple models for the environment. The feeling of the main character
changes and is depicted by the visual representations of “acknowledgement” – by growing a
beard that nobody notices, “cage around his face” – depicting how he feels trapped and “weirdo
sign” showing how his cousin made him feel when he was expressing his most personal
thoughts. These changes will be shown fading at the end one by one when the character is talking
to his grandma – depicting how the weight was slowly lifting off of him when he was
“unburdening” himself by the power of expression. The music will play an important role in this.
I would like the music to include piano. And the ringing noise will also play an important role in
showing how our character tries to communicate deep thoughts. I will also be using Adobe After
effects to enhance some camera moves. I would like to limit the length of this film to not exceed
4 minutes.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
BUDGET
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

KAJAL'S "SOMEONE" BUDGET
ITEM
PRODUCTION COST
Laptop/Computer
Autodesk Maya
ZBrush
Substance Painter
Render Farm
Adobe CC Suite
Wacom Cintiq
External Hard Disk for backup
OTHER
Music composer
Sound designer
Voice Actors
Festival fees
TOTAL

ESTIMATED COST
IK
IK
IK
IK
IK
IK
IK
$80
$200
$100
$150
$500
$1030

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
TIMELINE
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Artist Statement: Thesis presentation
First of all, I would like to congratulate everyone on finishing their thesis/capstones and just
coming out of this difficult year victoriously. I would like to thank my advisor Mark, committee
members Kevin Bauer and Vanessa Sweet for their valuable feedback and support, Shanee
Gordon and Adrian Veenje for helping me with rendering my film, Andrew Ragan for sound
design and music, my family – Mom and dad and my friends and my voice actors – it would not
have been possible without you guys.

I remember when I applied for the MFA program at RIT and got rejected the first time. I wanted
to pursue this so much I nagged Tom a lot with emails asking for feedback and how can I
improve my portfolio. Thank you so much Tom for giving me a direction – would not have been
possible to come here if it weren’t for your inputs. The next year, I got admitted to RIT, I was
elated. Coming to RIT was one of the biggest opportunities and challenges of my life and it has
taught me so much. I had to make so many difficult life choices but I don’t regret any of it. This
has been an experience of a lifetime.

I believe that all of us are humans first and everything else later. And humanity is something that
has become rare nowadays. At some or the other point in our lives we might feel depressed,
lonely, sad and would love to just vent it out or have someone who we could just confide with.
We are social beings and this last year has taught us a lot of things – that everyone is alone in
this world but it is good to have someone in your life whom you don’t feel so alone with. Mental
health issues are still considered a bit taboo and are not talked about as much in India, so I was
curious if as humans, we have this connection culturally or not. I wanted to talk about how some
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people treat people with mental health issues differently and sometimes might not empathize.

I’m not sure if any of you remember but last year, I did a survey about this with people I know
back in India and people here and asked a couple of basic questions. The results of those surveys
were very similar to each other. Some ghost people because they don’t like to talk about it or
deal with it, some make weird comments, some just don’t respect the emotion. I wanted to make
a film that has a message - sometimes just lending an ear is enough. Only if you listen and not
just hear, and maybe not jump to conclusions or stay eager in solving the individual’s problem,
just silent company also helps in making them feel better. “Suno” means listen in Hindi and I
believe that it is a very simple yet powerful tool and that is the message that I want viewers to
take with them.

This was one of my most ambitious projects with starting everything from scratch and even
though the quality of some of the shots is poor (apologies for that), I am planning on making
some edits before submitting my films for festivals for sure. I guess the vision is always better in
your head when it’s just an idea but in the end – bringing that idea to life has been a wonderfully
fulfilling experience altogether.
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Storyboards
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Screenshots
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Title as it appears in the film:
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Credits as it appears in the film:
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Copyright notice as it appears in the film:
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